Introduction
The angular spectrum method set forth by Booker and Clemmow has been applied to many diffracting structures composed of a half plme over a substrate [l] , [2] . In this paper we particularly consider the diffraction by a resistive half plane vertically displaced from a uniform resistive sheet (see Fig. 1 ). The corresponding exact diffraction coefficient is derived for this configuration with an H-polarized illumination using the dual integral equation method, following a development similar to that in [2] , [3] . The encountered Wiener-Hopf split fun( tion is factorized via an efficient numerical procedure discussed in [3].
When the separation between the resistive half plane and resistive sheet is on the order of a tenth of a wavelength or less, the structure is virtually planar. Thus a simplified model of the original configuration is a single equivalent resistive half plane illuminated by a direct and an image wave. The equivalent resistivity is determined using an approximate image theory such that the geometrical optics field of the original structure is preserved for all angles. The diffracted field of the model is in good agreement with the exact solution which is in turn vddated using a moment method solution.
Dual integral equation formulation
is impinging upon a resistive half plane of resistivity R I , placed a distance d above a planar resistive sheet of resistivity R as shown in Fig where 71 = 2R1/Z0. Uw(X) can be factorized using efficient numerical methods [3] .
'The far zone scattered field is then determined by substituting the spectral function P(X) as given by (6) into (2) 
Simplified model for small d
When the separation between the resistive half plane and lower resistive sheet is small (i.e. kd 4 l), the structure is virtually planar, and it is 1)ossible and instructive to seek a simplification of the exact solution developed in the previous section. To do so we construct an equivalent geometry which recovers the geometrical optics (GO) fields of the original one in Fig. 1 . Introducing an appropriate image of the incident field and of the resistive half plane, the resistive sheet R can be removed from the original geometry. Upon determining the resistivlty of the imaged half plane at y = -2d, the pair of half planes are combined into a single equivalent one at x > 0, y = -d , requiring that the GO fields (reflected for the direct illumination and transmitted for the imaged illumination) are equal to those of the original geometry. Doing so, we find that the resistivity of the single equivalent half plane wbjected t o direct ( H i ) illumination must be where For the imaged ( H l ) illumination, the corresponding half plane resistivity is found to be with The far zone diffracted field as predicted by the single equkalent half plane model is easily computed by using the diffraction coefficient (11). In particular, on superposing the fields generated by the direct and imaged illumination (see Fig. 2 ) , we obtain the composite diffraction coefficient where A < @ < 2~ and as usual 3 = 2g;/Zo. The presentation will include numerical results based on the exact and approximate solutions. These will be also compared with data based on a moment method code. 
